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Introduction.
Toroidal algebras r[ d ] are defined for every d > 1 and when d -1 they are precisely the untwisted affine Lie-algebras. Such an affine algebra Q can be realized as the universal central extension of the loop algebra Q ®C [t, t" 1 ] where Q is simple finite dimensional Lie-algebra over C. It is well known that Q is a one dimensional central extension of Q ®C[ί, ί" 1 ]. The Toroidal algebras η d ] are the universal central extensions of the iterated loop algebra Q ®C[tf λ , tJ 1 ] which, for d > 2, turnout to be infinite central extension. These algebras are interesting because they are related to the Lie-algebra of Map (X, G), the infinite dimensional group of polynomial maps of X to the complex algebraic group G where X is a d-dimensional torus.
For additional material on recent developments in the theory of Toroidal algebras one may consult [BC] , [FM] and [MS] .
In [MEY] and [EM] a countable family of modules (also integrable see [EMY] ) are constructed for Toroidal algebras on Fock space through the use of Vertex Operators (Theorem 3.4, [EM] ). However they are reducible and not completely reducible. In §5 we observe that the Fock space is a direct sum of certain b(λ)'s. In (5.10) to (5.12) we prove that each 6(λ) admits a filteration by an increasing sequence of modules such that the successive quotients are all isomorphic to V defined in §5. In (5.9) we prove that each V admits a filteration of decreasing sequence of modules such that the successive quotients are all irreducible. In our main Theorem 5.6 we will describe the irreducible modules as certain iterated loop modules twisted by an automorphism of τ^.
We now describe the contents of the paper.
In §1 we construct an iterated loop algebra of Kac-Moody Lie-algebra Q and construct a family of completely reducible modules (Theorem (1.8)) using methods similar to [E] . In §2 we prove that some of the above modules are unitarizable (Proposition 2.3). In §3 we specialize these results for Q finite dimensional (Theorem 3.3) and for Q an aίfine Lie-algebra (Theorem 3.6) to get irreducible modules (some of them are unitarizable modules) for T[dj. The modules considered in Theorem 3.6 are the first examples of irreducible modules for T[ d ] where part of the centre acts non-trivially. It should be mentioned that it is the unitarizable modules (and also integrable modules) which lift to the group.
In §4 we recall the construction of Vertex Operators and the Fock space. We also construct certain automorphisms of τy\ which are necessary in §5.
1.
Let d and k be positive integers. Let Q be a Lie-algebra and let Qk = ®G be k copies of Q. Consider V A :-V ® A which will be given Q A module structure.
(
We denote the Q A module by (V A ,π). From here on we will assume that Aψ is irreducible h A -module. We will also note φ and the module (VΛ, π) depends on the choice of λ's and
We will now prove that (VA, π) as defined in (1.5) is a completely reducible G_ A -module. (2) Each U (v(m) ) is an irreducible GA~ module. In particular {VA,K) is an irreducible GA -module whenever A -Aψ.
Before we prove the theorem we prove some lemmas. Proof. Consider the map S : VA -> V defined by S(w(m)) = w (extend linearly to VA). Then clearly S is a surjective GA-module map (it is not â -module map). Claim. S(W) -V for any non-zero GA module W of (VA,TΓ) .
Since V is an irreducible GA -module and S(W) is a submodule of V, to see the claim it is sufficient to prove that S(W) Φ 0. But that is clear. Since W is a 6U-module it therefore contains vector of the form w(m), w G V and S(w(m)) =wφQ.
This proves the claim. Now let w in W be such that S(w) = υ where υ is the vector defined in the statement of the theorem. Since S is a h-module map, w and v are the same weight. (
Proof ( (2) is complete. (3) follows from (2). (4) Assume N φ {0}. By Lemma (1.9) there is a k such that υ(k) G N. Hence by (2) t&-2&,t*-a G A Φ . But #&-* G A φ and therefore tπk-n e A^m Converse follows from (3).
Proof of the Theorem 1.8. (2) Let If be a non-zero Q A submodule of U(GA)^(ΏI)
Then W contains υ(n) for some n (by Lemma 1.9). So that
We also have by Lemma 1.10 (3) (1-12)
In view of (1.11) and (1.12), to see (1) of the Theorem we only have to prove that the sum of RHS in (1.12) is direct.
For that it is sufficient to prove that for all mξG.
(1.13)
n£G ,mφn
Suppose (1.13) does not hold for some meG. Then
But this is not possible since none of the k_ can be equal to rn by Lemma 1.10 (2) and the choice of G. This proves that the sum at RHS in (1.12) is direct and that completes the proof of the theorem.
2.
In this section we will prove that modules constructed earlier for GA are unitarizable subject to some conditions on λ's and α^)'s.
We will start with 2.1.
forallX,r G £'and λ G C.
Such maps are also called forms.
Definition.
A Q' -module V is said to be unitarizable with respect to conjugate linear anti-involution D of Q' if there exists a positive definite hermitian form (,) on V satisfying, (-n) and w(di) -di and verify that it extends uniquely to a conjugate-linear antiinvolution.
Let V(\i) be highest weight unitarizable Q-module with respect to w. Then it is a standard fact that V = ®V(λi) is a unitarizable Q k -module with respect to w k . Let (,) be a positive definite hermitian form on V satisfying
Proposition. (V^,π) is a unitarizable G A -module with respect to w if I ai (£) \=\ aj(£) \ for all i,j and £.

Proof. Define an automorphism
Define a positive definite hermitian form on VA by
The following can be easily seen.
(by (2.5))
,</9θttJX(fc)t;2) (by (2.5))
It now follows that V A is unitarizable as Q A -module.
3.
We will now use the results of Section 1 and 2 to produce irreducible unitarizable modules for Toroidal algebras.
First recall the construction of a Toroidal algebra η^ from Section 2 of [MEY] .
T[d\ -G®A(&Ω A /dA where Q is finite dimensional simple Lie-algebra and A is a Laurent polynomial ring in d variables. Proof (1) and (2) follows from Theorem (1.8) by taking Kac-Moody Liealgebra Q to be the finite dimensional simple Lie-algebra Q.
(3) Follows from Proposition (2.3). D
The special case where d = 1 and w is a compact form of Q is due to [CP] . The case d -1 and w any form, including twisted aίfine Lie-algebras is due to [E] . 
for all lE5,ViE, This definition is precisely the one given at (1.5) by taking the Kac-Moody Lie-algebra G to be the affine Lie-algebra G Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of G and let φ be Z d -graded algebra homomorphism from U{h A ) -> A given by h(m) ι-> X^λi(/i)αf4-and denote the image by Aψ.
Theorem. (1)(VA,TΓ) is α completely reducible η d+1 ] module if Aψ is an irreducible h A -module. (2) (VAJTΓ) is irreducible as a f[ rf+ i]-module if ai(ί)/aj{ί),i Φ j is not a kth root of unity. (3) IfV(Xi) is a unitarizable highest weight module for G with respect to the form w and \ ai(ί) \=\ a ά {ί) \ for all i,j and ί, then (V A ,π ι ) is unitarizable ]-module with respect to w.
Proof. (1) and (2) follows from Theorem (1.8) by taking the Kac-Moody Lie-algebra G to be the affine Lie-algebra G-(3) Follows from Proposition (2.3).
Remark.
(1) The modules considered in Theorem (3.3) and (3.6) for Toroidal algebras are different. In the first case the full centre acts trivially where as in the second case a part of the centre acts non trivially.
(2) These are the first known irreducible module for Toroidal Lie-algebras where part of the center acts non trivially. The faithful modules constructed in [MEY] and [EM] through the use of vertex operators are all reducible. We will prove towards the end of the paper that the modules constructed in [MEY] and [EM] admits a filteration such that the successive irreducible quotient modules are isomorphic to the one considered here upto an automorphism of the Toroidal Lie-algebra.
4.
In this section we briefly review the construction of Fock space and the vertex operators that act on it. The theory is due to Frenkel-Kac [FK] . For further details one may also consult [FLM] , [GO] and [MEY] . We will closely follow the notation from [EM] . We will also construct some automorphisms of Toroidal Lie-algebras. 4.1. Let Q be root lattice of the type ADE and let αi,α 2 , '" a i be a Zbasis. Let A-(α^ ) be the cartan matrix and α^ = (α* | otj). Let Γ be a free Z-module on generators α i5 α 2 , α*, ίi, δ 2 , #n-i> d>i-> ^2> * * ^n-i Let (. I .) be a Z-valued symmetric bilinear form such that (δi \ δj) = (di | dj) -(α» I δj) -{μi I dj) = 0, (δi \ dj) = δ itj and (α» | a ά ) = a iό . Let Q be the sublattice generated by αi, α 2 , α?/, ίi, ί n -i Here n is any positive integer.
Let t -C ® z Γ, h = C ® z Q and h= C® z Q. We will define a Heisenberg Λ algebra structure 6= ®t(k) 0 Cc where each t(k) is an isomorphic copy of t and the isomorphism is by a »-> a(k). The Lie-algebra structure is defined by m(a \ b) . (a,b et,m,n> 0) . 5(6-) affords an irreducible representation of 6. However S(a-) does not afford an irreducible representation of a since the form is degenerate on h.
A vector δ in Q is called a null root if δ = n x Ji + n 2 ί 2 + • + n n _i5 n _χ for some integers n % . Note that [δ \ δ) = 0.
Following [EMY] we let e : Q x Q -> {±1} be a bi-multiplicative map satisfying (3) Let Δ be a root system and let X a , a GΔ, h eh be a Chevalley basis. Let L = (ri,r 2 , -^n-i) ^ Z"" 1 and r = (r,r n ) G Z n . Let ^ = r^i + -•• + r n _iί n _i-
We will now recall the main Theorem 3.14 of [EM] .
Theorem. The Lie-algebra generated by operators X m (a + δ), (a EΔ,ra E Z and δ a null root) on V(Γ,fc) is isomorphic to the Toroidal
Lie-algebra T[ n j. The isomorphism is given by 
5.
The purpose of this section is to describe the subquotients of V(T) = C[Γ] ® 5(α-). We will follow the notation of §5 of [MEY] .
Let λ E Γ and define V{\) := e λ+g ®5(α-). Note that V(Γ) = ® λe r/QV(λ). Each V(X) is a cyclic η n j-module with generator e λ ® 1. Towards the end of the section we will exhibit a decreasing filteration of modules and describe its successive irreducible quotients.
Fix λ E Γ and let W{\) := W = e λ+Q ® 5(α-). This is a module for the non-twisted affine Lie-algebra Gaff -Q ®C[t n , t" 1 ] θCc generated by the operators X n {a),a GΔ. But we know by Frenkel-Kac theory [FK] 
that this is an irreducible level 1 representation of Gaff-Let V = V(X).
The following Lemma is trivial to see.
5.1. Lemma.
Let M = θ ni>na ,...n fc >o, fc> o <U~™i) δ ik (-n k )e x +Q ® S(α -). By Lemma (5.1) it is easy to verify that M is a T[ n j-module. We will recall the following Lemma (5.2) of [MEY] , which though stated for the n = 2 case there, is true for any n. 
X.υ(m) = φ ι (X).v(m).
It is easy to see that V ® A[ n _i] admits a natural Z n~ι -gradation and is graded irreducible as a η n ] -module. In other words ή n ] irreducible (one can apply Theorem 3.6(2) taking d+l = n and k = 1).
We can twist the module action of f[ n ] by an automorphism A considered in (4.3), so that (V ® -A[ n _χ], Aoφ ι oπ) is a ή n j irreducible module.
With the notations in (5.3) we have the following result.
Theorem. V/M is isomorphic to (W® A[ n -ι\, Aoφ 1 oπ) as η n ]-module where A = (b^ ) and bu
We need some lemmas before we give a proof of the Theorem. Hence ^(5^) is zero on V/M. Now let n + (λ | 5m) = 0. First we will note that it will follow from the definition of vertex operators that 
This follows from definition of A, φ 1 and π. We will now compute the action of r[ n ] on F/M using Lemma (5.7) and then verify it to be exactly as above. That will complete the proof. Clearly V = W o CWΊ C W 2 C . We will first prove that W N is a τ [n] module. Since X n (a) generate η n ] as a Lie-algebra (see Theorem 3.14 of [EM] ) it is sufficient to prove the (by 3.8 (1) of [EM] (-ni) ---d ik+1 (-n k +ι)V is a submodule of ϊVlb+i/W^ isomorphic to V.
Put Ui> 0 Wi = 6(λ) and remember each Wi depends on V and V in turn depends on λ.
Remark.
(1) The full Fock space F(Γ, b) = Θλer/Q&(λ) as T[ n j-module.
(2) Each 6(λ) admits a filteration by an increasing sequence of modules whose successive quotients are isomorphic to V (see above).
(3) Each V above admits a filtration by a decreasing sequence of modules such that the successive quotients are irreducible (see Remark 5.9).
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